Three Men in a Boat & Three Men on the Bummel

Two comic masterpieces in one edition.
Jerome K. Jeromes Three Men in a Boat is
written in the English comic tradition with
just a touch of mild satire. Martyrs to
hypochondria and general seediness, J. and
his friends George and Harris decide that a
jaunt up the Thames would suit them to a
T. But when they set off, they can hardly
predict the troubles that lie ahead with
tow-ropes, unreliable weather forecasts and
tins of pinapple chunks - not to mention the
devastation left in the wake of J.s small
fox-terrier Monmorency. In this sequel to
Jerome K. Jeromes most famous work
Three Men in a Boat (To Say Nothing of
the Dog) we have a reunion of the three
companions from the first book, minus the
dog, who are setting out on a bicycle tour
through the Black Forest of Germany.
Written near the end of the Victorian
bicycle craze in which bicycles became a
common fixture amongst the middle-class
for recreational purposes, Three Men on
the Bummel is a masterfully humorous
depiction of the era. With numerous comic
mishaps Jerome crafts a travelogue in
which fans of the first book will find an
entertaining and funny addition to the story
of these three interesting characters.

Buy Three Men in a Boat / Three Men on the Bummel Reissue by Jerome K. Jerome, Jeremy Lewis (ISBN:
9780140437508) from Amazons Book Store.Three Men on the Bummel is a humorous novel by Jerome K. Jerome. It
was published in 1900, eleven Three Men in a Boat describes a comic expedition by middle-class Victorians up the
Thames to Oxford, providing along the way brilliantThree Men in a Boat is a comic classic. When it first appeared in
1889 it became a best seller, and has remained popular ever since. This motley novel has notRead Three Men on
Bummell if you enjoy irreverent commentary on human nature. This book is for cyclists, couch potatoes and just about
anyone who enjoysBuy Three Men on the Bummel by Jerome K. Jerome (ISBN: 9781420934168) from Amazons Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible Three Men in a Boat and Three Men on the Bummel by Jerome
K. Jerome. Martyrs to hypochondria and general seediness, J. and his friendsThis volume stands as the only available
critical edition of two of the most popular classics in English literature. Three Men in a Boat describes a comicWhat
could be better during the golden age of boating on the Thames than a relaxing row up the river? So think J., George and
Harris not forgettingThree Men on the Bummel has 4232 ratings and 288 reviews. Henry said: The barely-known
sequel to the classic Three Men in a Boat isnt a bad book.Introduced and Annotated by Cedric Watts, M.A., Ph.D.,
Emeritus Professor of English, University of Sussex. Three Men in a Boat is a comic classic. When it firstWhen J. the
narrator, George, Harris and Montmorency the dog set off on their hilarious misadventures, they can hardly predict the
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troubles that lie ahead withThree Men in a Boat & Three Men on the Bummel [Jerome K. Jerome] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Three Men in a Boat & Three MenThree Men in a Boat and Three Men on the Bummel
has 2807 ratings and 237 reviews. Bradley said: There is nothing useful this book. Nothing edifying, not
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